Abstract. In this article, we investigate arithmetical properties of the certain infinite products, which is related to additive representation of natural numbers, by using the method developed by [AdBL1], [BBC] and increase hidden infinite copy structure related with the certain infinite products.
Introduction
The following infinite product is well known, This infinite product means the uniquely existence of 2-representation of natural numbers. Moreover, the generating function of Thue-Morse sequences has the following infinite product similar to (1.1),
This infinite product is also related to 2-representation of natural numbers as follows; a(n) := 1 1 is appeared even times in 2-representation of n −1 1 is appeared odd times in 2-representation of n.
In transcendental number theory, many authors investigated the transcendence of special values of the infinite product similarly to this infinite product. (See [N] , [Ta] , [AmV1, AmV2] etc.)
On the other hands, a natural number n has the unique following additive representation of natural numbers as follows: For any integer sequence (q j ) following additive representation (In this article, we call this representation (q j ) ∞ j=0 -representation. See also [Ma] .) as follows, where (q j ) ∞ j=0 is an integer sequence with q 0 = 1, q j ≥ 2 for j ≥ 1 and a s,y ∈ Z (for any y) or a s,y ∈ {1, exp 
Main results
First, we prepare the setting for the first statement: Let b be an integer greater than 1. For integers y and s with y ∈ N and 1 ≤ s ≤ q y+1 − 1, let a s,y , b s,y = 0 be integers with 1 + = 0. For any n ∈ N, we set the following infinite product
Moreover, we denote the Taylor expansion of f n (z) as follows, f n (z) := ∞ m=0 a n (m)z m . Assume that; There exists a positive number C, independent of n, m such that
And f 0 (z) absolutely converges on |z| < 1. Let L > 0 be the following integer; There exist numbers s n , t n ∈ N with 1 ≤ s n ≤ L, t n + s n ≤ L and 0 = α n , 0 = β n ∈ Q such that α n β n a n (t n ) = a n (t n + s n ) and
This condition can be regarded as a variation of the notion long repetitions introduced by (See also [CZ] ): Since the degree of each polynomial, which generates the infinite product, is at most q y+1 − 1 and the uniqueness of (q j ) ∞ j=0 -representation of integer, the sequence (a 0 (m)) ∞ m=0 has the following increase hidden infinite copy structure; For an integer i with 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, let a i ∈ Q, the length m word A := a 1 a 2 · · · a m and f ∈ Q. We define the length m word f (A) as follows , f (A) := f a 1 f a 2 · · · f a m . For any natural number n, the sequence (a 0 (m)) ∞ m=0 has the following representation (a 0 (m))
This property gives the symbolic dynamically viewpoint of Mahler func-
By the assumption, there exists a rational function
where deg p n (z) ≤ s n + t n − 1. Let C n be the smallest integer which C n p n is an polynomial with integer coefficients. Now we state main results.
Theorem 2.1. Let f 0 (z) be a power series which satisfies the above conditions. Assume that the above integer b satisfies the following inequality 
If an integer b with 2 ≤ b satisfies the following inequality, In [Ta] , [AmV1, AmV2] Therefore, this corollary is not deduced from their investigations. We also prove the following result by Ridout's theorem.
n where f y , F y ∈ Z with |f y | ≤ |F y | and
has only finite prime factor, the inequality (2.6) can be replaced by
This proposition is not also deduced from their investigations. Moreover we shall decide the transcendence of the following infinite product;
where a s,y ∈ {1, −1} (for any y and s with 1 ≤ s ≤ q y+1 ) or a s,y ∈ {1, exp 
n be the following infinite product,
is an integer sequence with q 0 = 1, q j ≥ 2 for j ≥ 1. Assume, for any y ≥ 0, s with 1 ≤ s ≤ q y+1 − 1, a s,y ∈ {1, −1} or a s,y ∈ {1, exp ( for all N ≥ 0 and for all l > 0 ) is a transcendental number.
From the symbolic dynamically viewpoint and the properties of (q j ) ∞ j=0 -representation, one can decide the transcendence of special value of the generating function of arithmetical subsequence of (a(n)) ∞ n=0 .
3. Proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 Now we introduce p-adic Schmidt subspace theorem [Sc] . (See also [CZ] 
where any a pji ∈ Q p is a p-adic algebraic number, any a ∞ji ∈ R is an algebraic number. Let ǫ be a real number with ǫ > 0. Then the set of solutions
Now we give the proof of Theorem 2.1. We assume that f 0 (1/b) is an algebraic number. We choose a real number t with 1 > t > 1 2
. Then for z with |z| ≤ t, there exists C 1 > 0, independent of n, such that
(More precisely;
) By substitute z n j=0 q j for f n (z) and multiple the above equation by
Moreover, we have
Multiplying C n both side the above inequality, we have
Set S: the set of prime factors of b. Set three linearly independent linear form as follows
For any p ∈ S, set three linearly independent linear form as follows x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . Set the triple of integer as follows,
Then, we have
Now we estimate the maximum of |x 1 |, |x 2 |, |x 3 |.
where C 2 is a positive constant, which is larger than |p n ( , C 2 is independent of n. Let ǫ > 0 be a real number which satisfies the first inequality of Theorem 2.1.
By the first inequality of Theorem 2.1, (2.2) and the absolutely convergence of f 0 (z), we have,
From assumption of Theorem 2.1 and Schmidt subspace theorem, any point (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) lie in finite proper subspaces of Q 3 . Thus, there exists a proper subspace T of Q 3 which contains the infinite points (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ). Therefore, for the proper subspace T , there exists a nonzero points (
such that
Dividing both sides of the above equation by C n n−1 y=0
n j=0 q j β n and letting n tend to ∞, we get
. Therefore f 0 (1/b) = 0 is a rational number. This completes the proof of first statement of Theorem 2.1. One can prove the second statement of Theorem 2.1 similarly (Replace S by the prime factors S ′ of rational numbers (a s,y ) y≥0,1≤s≤q y+1 −1 , (b s,y ) y≥0,1≤s≤q y+1 −1 , (C n ) y≥0 , (α n ) n≥0 , (β n ) n≥0 ). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. Now we give the proof of corollary. We consider the second statement of Theorem 2.1 whose case is L = 1, k = 2, s n = 1, α n = 1, a 1,y = 1, β n = 1 or 2 2 m! , b 1,y = 1 or 2 2 m! . From p n (z) = 1, we have C n = 1. From Theorem 2.1, we get 
Proof of Proposition 2.3
First, we prove the first statement. Assume, f (1/c) is an algebraic number. From the above discussion, for any m, we have
where
By the assumption of |f y | ≤ |F y |, for any l, we get
Then we have,
By multiple both sides of the above inequality by
Set S := {p | prime factor of c} and |p| p := 1 p . By the above inequality and |f y | ≤ |F y |, we have,
By the assumption of proposition, we get
Therefore, by Ridout's theorem, f ( 1 c ) is rational number. Next, we show the second statement. By the above discussion, for infinitely integer m, there exists non-zero integer pair (a 1 , a 2 ) ∈ Z such that
By (f y , c) = 1 (for any y, c) and the above equation, we get a 2 = 0. Then, we have a 1 = 0. This contradicts (a 1 , a 2 ) = (0, 0).
Proof of Proposition 2.4
For the proof of Proposition 2.4, we generalize Theorem 19 in [Mi1] as follows: Let L be an integer greater than 1, and let a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a L−1 be L distinct complex numbers. We let {a 0 , a 1 . . . a L−1 } * denote the free monoid generated by {a 0 , a 1 . . . a L−1 }. We define a morphism f from {a 0 , a 1 . . . a L−1 } * to {a 0 , a 1 . . . a L−1 } * as follows:
where the index i is defined to be mod L. Let f j be the j times composed mapping of f , and let f 0 be an identity mapping. Let A and B be two finite words on {a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a L−1 }, and let AB denote the concatenation of A and B.
be an integer sequence with q 0 = 1, q n ≥ 2 for j ≥ 1, and let µ n be a map µ n :{1, . . . , q n+1 − 1} × N → {0, . . . , L − 1}. For a non-negative integer m, we define a space of words W m by
We define A n+1 ∈ W n+1 j=0 q j recursively as 
Now, we state the following generalization of Theorem in [Mi1] . ( for all N ≥ 0 and for all l > 0 ) is a transcendental number.
( for all N ≥ 0 and for all l > 0 ) is an S, T -number or Liouville number. (See the argument of proof of Theorem 2.2 in [Mi2] ) For the proof of Theorem 5.1, we give some lemmas; We generalized Lemma 11 in [Mi1] as follows.
The generating function G A∞ (z) will have the infinite product on |z| < 1,
Proof. Lemma 5.2's proof is in the same as Lemma 11 's proof in [Mi1] .
We generalized Lemma 13 in [Mi1] as follows. for any integer y with y xl,min < y < y xl,min + t.
Proof. Let us assume the factorization of l into prime factors is (5.8) where p 1 , p 2 , · · · p s are s distinct prime numbers and i j for p j (1 ≤ j ≤ s ) are s positive integers. Moreover let us assume, for any j with 1 ≤ j ≤ t, p j appears infinitely times as a prime factor of (q j ) ∞ j=0 and for any j with t + 1 ≤ j ≤ s, p j appears only finitely times as a prime factor of (q j )
Set an integer Y 2 such that, for any j with t + 1 ≤ j ≤ s, p j doesn't appear as a prime factor of q j with j ≥ Y 2 . Moreover set Y := max{Y 1 , Y 2 }. By the definition of Y , 
q j is a non-negative integer. Thus, we have
q j E − 2)). where a(0) = 1. By the above equation, Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3, the rest of Lemma 5.4's proof is in the same as Propotition14 and Theorem 15's proof in [Mi1] .
By the lemmas, the rest of Theorem 5.1's proof is in the same as Theorem 19's proof in [Mi1] Finally, we give the proof of Proposition 2.4 by Theorem 5.1: From Theorem
